
 

 

 

  



 

Editor's Welcome 
So many of the serious players I come into contact with favour the National Hunt over 

the Flat and specifically are big fans of Handicap Chases and particularly long distance 

Handicap Chases. 

 

There's no doubting they are entertaining to watch and of course The Grand National is 

the biggest Handicap Chase of them all and is a spectacle indeed. 

 

One member of this fan club is our own Nick Hardman who claims that his biggest 

profits come in these races. 

 

This month he has looked at the trainers who excel in Handicap Chases and who we can 

follow for long term profits. 

 

Of course with the Flat wrapping up and the National Hunt now getting started races 

over obstacles feature heavily in this month’s magazine. 

 

John Burke looks at a favourite of some of our most successful trainers and shares some 

key stats for Wincanton. 

 

In his Little Acorns column John looks at the trainers who win in the big Saturdays 

races and he’s come up with some angles that have made big returns. 

 

 



And in his final column this month he outlines a full method for finding high strike rate 

consistent horses which is ideal for those bettors who don’t like losing runs, that could 

well be all of us! 

 

Finally for this month we have the first part of a Q&A with Nick McKenna of Cleeve 

Racing, a jolly good read it is too and I am looking forward to part two next month. 

 

You will of course also find the usual reviews and tipster tables inside.  

 

With regard to the systems we have highlighted in red all  that are included in the 

portfolio that make up the selections that we send out to subscribers of our Selections 

Found For You service. 

 

You can join that here... 

 

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/selections-found-for-you/ 

 

Of course, if you prefer to find your own selections you can follow along by checking 

the systems in red that we have published this month and over the last few months. 

 

 

All the best 

Darren Power 

 

 

  

https://www.oncourseprofits.com/selections-found-for-you/


 

Staying chasers 
I must admit I am more of a fan of the jumps than I am of the flat. Indeed, since I have 

been posting selections to the Betting School for their Big Race Coverage I have had 

much more success with horses running over obstacles.  

 

Within the National Hunt sphere, I much prefer the staying races to those where speed is 

of the essence and I also prefer chases to hurdles races. All that brings me to my 

favourite type of race – the staying handicap chase.  

 

There is nothing more rewarding than picking the winner of a decent staying chase and 

the thrill of watching your selections sail over the fences and outstay his rivals is second 

to none. This type of race is the one I have the most success with from a tipping 

perspective. A lot of the better ones attract massive fields so if we are on to the winner 

then the chances are we have a good return at a double figure price.  

 

When I go through the card of one these races the first port of call for me is the trainer.  

 

Certain trainers are renowned for their ability to train horses over a trip and in this 

article, I explore which trainers are most profitable to follow. I will be looking at 

handicap chases run over 3 miles or further and concentrate on the results from 2010 to 

2018. Some will be obvious, and others will not, but hopefully, we can put a portfolio of 

trainers together that we can follow in the current jumps season and hopefully land a 

few winners along the way. 

https://www.betting-school.com/
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocpbrt


Katy Price 
No, not that Katy Price, but the trainer who operates out of a small yard in Hereford 

close to the Welsh border. Some will be familiar with her and some will not, but the 

bottom line is that she does well with her small string of runners and the staying chasers 

have a good overall record in the last 3 seasons. 

 

 
 

As you can see, she has won 10 such races from 42 runners since 2016.  

That equates to the strike rate just shy of 24% and backing each runner to £1 level 

stakes at Betfair SP would have returned a healthy profit of £42.88 at a return on 

investment (ROI) of just over 100%. In other words, for every £1 staked you would 

have got £2 back.  

 

It should be noted that all bar one of the 10 winners were ridden by Ben Poste and the 

10 wins have come from just 4 horses. Minellacelebration has been responsible for 4 of 

those wins as has Schindlers Prince.  

 

Chances are we see one or both of those pop up again this season. Also, 5 wins have 

come at Uttoxeter so take note of anything she sends over there this year. What we 

really need is one or two emerging runners and the likes of Clondaw Rigger and 

Bandon Bridge could be worth noting this season. 

 

System: Back Katy Price handicap Chasers running over 3m-4m4f. 

Dr Richard Newland 
Not really a secret this one given his success in the Grand National but nevertheless you 

cannot argue with this trainer’s ability to train one over a marathon trip.  

 

His figures since 2010 are shown below: 

 

 
 

A 20% strike rate and an ROI of around 30% are good numbers but as ever we should 

try and see if there are any hidden trends beneath the bare figures.  

 

First port of call is to look at the number of previous handicap chase wins and those 

with previous winning form over the larger obstacles and those with between 1 to 4 

wins appears to be the way to go.  



He does well with recruits from other yards which would go some way to explaining 

these results as he certainly knows how to eke out improvement from those runners who 

did not quite cut it with their former employer: 

 

 
 

What we see is that 29/32 winners had won between 0 and 4 chases.  

 

The strike rate is similar to the overall results but the ROI increases nicely as does the 

P/L at Betfair SP.  

 

Another thing to note is that the results are skewed by Pineau De Re’s Grand National 

win. That horse was his only class 1 winner from 23 attempts since 2010.  

 

The Grand National is a unique race that should be studied in its own right so I am 

going to remove good old Pineau from the data as we are looking to bag winners 

throughout the season, not just in the world’s most famous race.  

 

In doing so, we see the following results for class 2 to class 5 races: 

 

 
 

The strike rate is up to 27% but the overall P/L and ROI are down slightly as Pineau De 

Re did win at a decent price.  

 

If you want more of a micro-angle from within those numbers, then look to races over 

3m and 3m ½f as he has the following record in those races: 

 

 
 

So, to recap we are looking for Dr Richard Newland runners racing over 3m and 3m ½f 

in class 2 to class 5 races.  

 

We also find that in doing so we can remove the filter for the number of previous chase 

wins (0-4) as they do not affect the overall statistics.  

 

However, if you want to look at races beyond 3m ½f then this filter could be useful. 

 

System: Back Dr DP Newlands Handicap Chasers running in Class 2,3,4 and 5 over 

3m-3m.5f. 



JP Dempsey 
If ever a trainer has some interesting numbers, it is JP (Phillip) Dempsey.  

 

Take a look below: 

 

 
 

Note the overall figures which show 11 winners from 49 runners since 2010 and a 

massive P/L of £102.82 at Betfair SP.  

 

Now, look at the resurgence in form in the last 3 seasons after a quiet spell between 

2011 to 2015 when his runners in staying chases went 0-13.  

 

If we focus on the three most recent years, then we are looking at a trainer with a record 

of 9 from 29 and a profit of £85.51 at Betfair SP.  

 

His runners like to get their toe in and all 9 winners came home in ground worse than 

good (include good to yielding but eliminate good and good to firm).  

 

That boosts his 3-year figures to: 

 

 
 

Looking at his winners we see a similar pattern to Katy Price in that he has a relatively 

small string, but they are multiple winners.  

 

Dinnie’s Vinnie and Whatareudoingtome are responsible for 8 of those wins and Routes 

Choice the other.  

 

Watch out for those horses this season and Teacher’s Pet who has bags of talent but 

has trouble getting around (was a final fence faller when about to put the race to bed 

when I last tipped him). Note he is better over shorter, but it will be interesting to see if 

his trainer sends him out over 3m or further again this year.  

 

 



I am sure he will win again when he decides to put in a clear round and I expect him to 

do so at a decent price. 

 

System: Back JP Dempsey's Handicap Chasers running over 3m-4m4f in good-yielding, 

heavy, soft, yielding and yielding to soft. 

Dan Skelton 
Dan Skelton is a trainer on a steep upward curve and his figures are very interesting. 

 

 
 

At first glance, he has a good strike rate, plenty of winners, but the overall P/L and ROI 

are both on the low side. That clearly suggests his runners are typically overbet, 

contracting the price, or quite simply are pretty warm orders.  

 

We find that his runners that go off as the outright favourite have a record of 16-42 

(38% strike rate) yet return a profit of just £2.18 at Betfair SP to £1 stakes.  

 

However, what we do find is that all 33 Skelton winners racing in handicap chases over 

a trip of 3 miles or further won at an industry SP of 12.0 (11/1) or shorter. Those sent 

off at bigger odds have a combined record of 0-27 so we should add in that filter.  

 

In doing so it takes his record to 33-118 (28% strike rate) and we see an increased profit 

of £36.47 at Betfair SP and an ROI of 31%. Much better. 

 

We also see a few more interesting stats.  

 

Firstly, horses having their first run for the trainer are 6-12, those having their second 

run are 6-16 and those having their third run are 3-10. In combination, these runners 

have a record of 15-38 which is mightily impressive. Those runners come in at a strike 

rate close to 40% and return profits of £25.84 at Betfair SP and an ROI of 68%.  

 

Remember, we are looking at those sent off 11/1 or shorter.  

 

Dan Skelton is quickly establishing himself as a trainer that does well with recruits from 

other yards and the numbers certainly back that up. 

 

Another possible angle is that those without a handicap chase win, or just 1 handicap 

win to their name, have a combined record of 26-88 (33% strike rate) and return a profit 

of £29.90 at an ROI of 37%.  

 



I think that angle works for me as there are a decent number of bets and the ROI is very 

healthy. 

 

 
 

System: Back Dan Skelton's Handicap Chasers running over 3m-4m4f going off at 11/1 

or shorter, without a Handicap Chase win, or just 1 Handicap win to their name. 

 

Matt Sheppard 
Matt Shephard is pretty consistent for one who also operates with a small string of 

horses and he has some fairly useful figures in the staying chase handicaps. 

 

 
 

Again, the bare figures do not look up to much and the strike rate and ROI are both on 

the low side. But as we saw with the Dan Skelton runners, adding a few simple filters 

can seriously boost profits, strike rate and ROI.  

 

So, let us see if we can find something similar with the Matt Shephard runners.  

 

The first thing to note is that he is 0-15 in novice handicap chases suggesting his horses 

improve with experience and I am happy to remove these runners from the mix and 

concentrate on the handicap chases (non-novice races).  

 

In doing so we boost his record to 14-64 (22% strike rate) and see a P/L of £23.94 at 

Betfair SP. 

 

Next, we can look at the age of the runners and not surprisingly we find that the 6yo’s 

have yet to record a win, as most of these will have been competing in the 

aforementioned novice handicap chases.  

 

We also find that his horses aged 10yo and older have managed to record just one win 

between them and that leaves us looking at the 7yo, 8yo and 9yo handicap chasers. 

 
 

As you can see, adding a few sensible filters sees the ROI rocket from 11% to 79% and 

the strike rate increase from a moderate 18% to a very healthy 28%.  

 

These filters leave you looking at around 6 to 8 bets a year, but remember, we are trying 

to build up a portfolio of trainers to follow that should allow us plenty of action.  



Odds also allow us to improve on those results since all 14 Matt Sheppard runners sent 

off at an industry SP of 14/1 or bigger have been beaten.  

 

Sticking to those priced 12/1 or shorter leaves us with the following results: 

 

 
 

System: Back Matt Sheppard runners in Handicap Chases, aged 7yo to 9yo and sent off 

at 12/1 or shorter.  

 

These runners have produced 13 of his 14 winners since 2010 and hopefully, they can 

continue to perform in seasons to come. 

Michael Scudamore 
Like Richard Newland, Michael Scudamore has a decent reputation as one who can 

train a staying chaser.  

 

In fact, in terms of P/L he tops our trainer list.  

 

His overall record since 2010 is shown below: 

 

 
 

The strike rate is a bit on the low side, but you cannot argue with a P/L of £123.32 at 

Betfair SP and an ROI of 67% over the course of the last 9 years.  

 

However, that type of strike rate does mean a fair few long losing runs and we need to 

see if we can improve on that for starters. That is actually not that difficult when we 

look at the age if his winners.  

 

No fewer than 24 of his tally of 30 winners in handicap chases over 3 miles or further 

were aged between 6 and 8 yo.  

 

Those runners and their performance are shown below: 

 

 
 

What I like about these numbers is that we can probably leave them just there.  

 



Winners have come under all ground conditions and over a variety of staying trips from 

3 miles to 4 miles and further.  

 

Indeed, he is one of my go-to trainers in these races, particularly the umpteen different 

“Nationals” we have across the jumps racing calendar.  

 

He also has had winners first time up and right through their campaigns, so he keeps 

them fit and healthy as the season goes on. However, if you did want to add another 

filter into the mix then there is one other angle that you may wish to exploit.  

 

First, 23 of those 24 winners had won between 0 and 3 chases. Those with 4 or more 

wins have a record of 1-16. 

 

 
 

That looks pretty healthy to me and I think I will leave it there.  

 

System: Back Michael Scudamore chasers racing in handicaps over 3 miles or further, 

aged 6yo to 8yo and with no more than 3 previous chase wins. 

 

That system has produced 23 winners from 84 bets and a profit of £162.07 at an ROI 

close to 200%. Fingers crossed they perform like that in the 2018/2019 season. 

Alan King 
Our final trainer is Alan King.  

 

Below are his bare statistics since 2010 in staying handicap chases: 

 

 
 

We see a nice P/L and a very good ROI but again the strike rate will be off-putting to 

most punters. The first port of call is race distance.  

 

Those racing over further than 3m 5f are 1-28 and we can ditch them.  

 

Next, we can lose those over the age of 10. They do produce a few winners, and to be 

fair, at a decent strike rate, but they show an overall loss. 

 

I would also concentrate on those with 13 or fewer chase starts and no more than 2 

chase wins.  

 



Adding those filters in leaves us looking at the following figures: 

 

 
 

We now have a strike rate of 25% (1 winner every 4 runners) and the P/L and ROI are 

both pretty good.  

 

System: Back Alan King's Handicap Chasers, racing over trips of 3 miles to 3m 5f, aged 

5yo to 10yo, with fewer than 13 chase starts and no more than 2 previous chase wins. 

 

Putting all those trainers together under the filters we arrive at can be done in Horse 

Race Base and you will get an e-mail notifying you of any qualifiers the night before a 

race. I have done just that and look forward to seeing how these trainers and their 

runners perform in the current national hunt season. 

 

If you would like to receive a daily email with details of the system qualifiers you can 

sign up for that here https://www.oncourseprofits.com/selections-found-for-you/ 

 

If you'd like to bet alongside Dr Nick at all the big meetings this year, check out his Big 

Race Tips service which made 552 points profit since January 2016 - Click Here. 
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Somerset: Home to Cider and National 

Hunt Racing 
This is the fourth article looking at British racecourses. In previous articles, I have 

covered Goodwood, Ayr & Wetherby. This month I am looking at Wincanton. 

 

There are five racecourses based in the south west of England: Cheltenham, Exeter, 

Newton Abbot, Taunton, and Wincanton. Both of the latter two tracks are located in the 

English cider making county of Somerset. 

 

As before I will look briefly at the track’s location, history, and configuration and I will 

also highlight some significant stats at the course. 

History and Location 
Wincanton Racecourse is based in the small market town of Wincanton in Somerset. In 

2017 it celebrated the 150th anniversary of racing in the town. 

 

As is the case with other national hunt tracks we have the local hunting community to 

thank for racing beginning at Wincanton. It’s thought that the first Steeplechase under 

the new National Hunt rules was held here in 1867. 

 

Racing at the course’s present location of Kingwell Farm first took place in 1927, in the 

main, due to the efforts of local landowner Lord Stalbridge.  



As with many other racecourses, the Army took over Kingwell Farm during the Second 

World War so no racing was held at the venue. 

 

The course returned to action in 1945 under new ownership but the name of Lord 

Stalbridge is still remembered by the annual running of Lord Stalbridge Memorial Cup 

Handicap Chase at the Boxing Day fixture. 

 

Since the 1960’s the track has been run by the Jockey Club who own the track through 

Jockey Club Racecourses. 

 

Wincanton is within an easy driving distance of Bristol and Bournemouth. For those 

travelling by train, the nearest station is at Templecombe, which is on the London 

Waterloo to Exeter line with the course offering racegoers a courtesy bus service from 

the railway station. According to the Wincanton racecourse website, it meets the train 

from Waterloo which is rather handy if you are heading from London for a days racing. 

Big Races 
Racing at Wincanton returns from its summer break with the first meeting on October 

19th and the season runs throughout the winter and into the spring. 

 

The tracks big racing day is Badger Ales Chase Day which is held in November. The 

Badger Ales Handicap Chase over 3m 1f which was first run in 1962 was elevated to 

listed status in 2003. Last year saw Bryony Frost win the race on the Paul Nicholls 

trained Present Man. 

 

Also, on the Badger Ales card, we have the Grade 2 Rising Stars Novices Chase which 

has been won in the past by the likes of Comply Or Die, Wishfull Thinking and 

Silviniaco Conti. Last years renewal was won by Modus trained by Paul Nicholls. The 

trainer has farmed this race in recent years. Since 1998 he’s had 9 winners from just 19 

runners with a further 4 placing. 

 

Arguably the most important race held at Wincanton during the winter is the Kingwell 

Hurdle which is held in mid-February. Run over 2m the race is often seen as an 

important Champion Hurdle Trial. In the past, the likes of Bula, Lanzarote, Kribensis, 

and Alderbrook have used the race as a stepping stone to success at the Cheltenham 

festival. The last horse to complete the double was the Alan King trained Katchit in 

2008. 

Track Configuration 
Wincanton is a right-handed, sharp track with tight bends. It’s essential that a horse can 

travel well and can hold a position in their races. From the home turn, the 2m track is 

almost downhill all the way.  



A good knowledge of the track is required, as a jockey must make sure their horse has a 

good position and hasn’t let the leaders build up too much of a lead in the straight. 

 

This is a very much a track for prominent racers rather than hold up horses, in particular 

when the going is good or quicker. Despite the sharpness of the track. On very soft or 

heavy ground the course can be a stamina sapping one as horses can go off too fast in 

the early stages of the race. This is particularly noticeable in hurdle races run at the 

track.  

 

Whatever the going races at Wincanton to be run at a decent pace throughout. 

 

The chase course is a good test of jumping for a chaser as the fences are fairly stiff and 

the three in quick succession in the home straight put a premium on a horse’s jumping 

at a vital part of the race. 

Wincanton Stats 
Let’s begin by looking at some general stats including favourite stats at the course since 

2014. 

 

The stats below are from 2014 to the time of writing (03/10/18) and cover all jumps 

meetings at the course. Once again using the ever useful www.horseracebase.com for 

the stats. 

 

The results below contain 482 winners from 3947 runners. 

General Stats 

 Top 3 in the betting provided 76% winners from 37% of the total runners 

 Top four last time out provided 63% of the total winners from 42% of the total 

runners. 

Fate of Favourites 

On average favourites, including Joint & Co favs, win about 35% of all National Hunt 

races. How have favorites fared at Wincanton in the period under research? 

All Favourites have produced - 189 winners from 520 runners 36% -37.61 A/E 0.93 

Breaking those results down into non-handicap and handicaps and looking at last time 

out placings: 

 Non -Handicaps – 94 winners from 189 runners 50% +1.5 A/E 0.98 136 

placed 72% 

https://www.horseracebase.com/


 Handicaps – 95 winners from 331 runners 29% -39.11 184 placed 56% 

 Favourites that won their last race have produced - 56 winners from 125 

runners 45% -2.26 A/E 1.01 85 placed 68% 

 Favourites that had finished outside the top four on their last start produced - 48 

winners from 148 runners 32% -21,01 A/E 0.85 86 placed 58%* 
*As a comparison. Favourites at Wetherby who hadn’t finished in the first four on their last start 

produced a small profit and a positive A/E which is not the case at Wincanton 

Jockeys & Favourites 

If you’re a favourite backer. Then the best jockeys when the money is down are: 

 Michael Legg – 3 winners from 3 runners +4.75 100% 

 Sean Bowen – 4 winners from 5 runners 80% +5.47 5 placed 100% 

 Adrian Heskin - 3 winners from 4 runners 75% +6.5 4 placed 100% 

 Daryl Jacob – 13 winners from 19 runners 68% +17.36 17 placed 89% (each 

way +21.26) 

 Gavin Sheehan – 4 winners from 7 runners 57% +8 6 placed 86% 

 Tom Bellamy – 4 winners from 8 runners 50% +6.38 7 placed 88% 

Trainer Stats and Angles 

Here are a few interesting trainer track stats. That will hopefully enable you to identify 

some winners at Wincanton this season. 

The top trainer at the track numerically in the past 5-years is, by far and away, Paul 

Nicholls. 

Paul Nicholls – 85 winners from 256 runners 33% -0.35 A/E 0.98 134 placed 52% - 

(profit to BFSP +19.48) 

His hurdlers have produced 57 winners from 148 runners 39% +15.49 A/E 1.07 89 

placed 60% - (profit to BFSP +25.02). 

Those hurdlers in Class 3 & 4 races have been the most profitable producing 53 

winners from 121 runners 44% +28.51 A/E 1.17 79 placed 65% - (profit to BFSP 

+37.44). 

 



For those looking for an angle for the trainer’s hurdlers, I suspect you could do worse 

than focusing on those Class 3 & 4 runners, outside of December & January, that had 

won their last start – 17 winners from 23 runners 74% +11.48 A/E 1.43 19 placed 

83%. 

 

Another trainer whose runners are worth noting at Wincanton are Emma Lavelle’s 

handicap hurdlers – 6 winners from 17 runners 35% +19.88 A/E 2.36 10 placed 

59% (each way +27.10). 

 

Hopefully, you enjoyed this brief look at Wincanton racecourse and some of its key 

stats. 

 

Next month, it’s my intention to look at Taunton and Exeter. 

 

Until next time. 
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November Acorns 
By the time you are reading this, the 2018 flat turf season will have entered the final 

furlong. There may be a few flat turf meetings left but to all intents and purposes, the 

season is over.  

 

Unless you’re an aficionado of the all-weather then all your attention will now be on 

jumps racing. 

 

We moved into October in the midst of relatively dry weather. In the Racing Post, 

Exeter & Wincanton’s first jumps meetings are in danger of being called off. The 

cause? A lack of any meaningful rainfall in the West Country. 

 

Exeter racecourse was reporting the going for their first jump meeting, since the spring, 

as being firm, hard in places! With no substantial rainfall being predicted it seemed 

rather unlikely that meeting would go ahead. 

 

The one plus of the dry early autumn is that courses should be in a position to provide 

better ground later in the winter than they did last year when the going was bottomless 

at plenty of tracks.  

 

Fingers crossed, plenty of rain will have arrived before Cheltenham’s Showcase 

Meeting at the end of October. 

 



The Saturdays! 

No, I don’t mean the British-Irish girl group that was big about six years ago. 

 

It’s those jumps trainers who like to provide their owners with a winner on the busiest 

betting day of the week. 

 

I know a lot of you prefer to concentrate you’re betting on the races that are on ITV on a 

Saturday so this month’s article will hopefully point you in the direction of some nice 

priced winners. 

 

As ever the excellent www.horseracebase.com with its mine of detailed information and 

stats is the starting point for this month’s investigation. 

 

To get a decent sample size and also to keep the stats as relevant as possible, I have 

concentrated on trainers who have had at least 20 runners during the period under 

research in Saturday handicap races, in particular, the better class of race (Class 1 to 3).  

 

On this occasion, I have restricted the results to between November & April. 

Saturday Handicap Trainers 
The top three Saturday handicap trainers in Class 1 to 3 races are: 

 

 
 

Let’s start by looking at some angles for each of them. 

Paul Nicholls 

 
 

Looking at the above stats it seems a good idea to concentrate on the trainer’s hurdlers. 

Granted he’s had more handicap chase winners but they have a poor win strike rate and 

looking at the A/E stat they are performing 14% below market expectations. 

 

Now switching to the horses runs in the last 90 days. In the past, I have found this to be 

an interesting angle when looking at this trainer’s big race contenders. 

 

https://www.horseracebase.com/


 
 

Those results suggest that horses which had 1 or 2 runs in the last 90 days are an area 

worthy of further investigation. 

 

Digging a bit deeper into the class of the race. 

 

 
 

Paul Nicholls does well in Class 2 handicap hurdles they have a good win strike rate 

and are performing 60% better than market expectations. 

 

Here are his combined results for Class 2 & 3 handicap hurdlers: 

 

 
 

For those of you are each-way punters the profit to backing these runners each-way was 

+56.42 

 

It would be wise to have his Class 2 runners on side but if you’re looking for an even 

more profitable niche then go with his Class 3 handicap hurdlers! 

 

System: Back Paul Nicholls Saturday handicap hurdlers, between November & April, 

that had the following traits: 

 

Race Class: 2 or 3 

Runs in Last 90 Days: 1 or 2 

Philip Hobbs 

It’s fair to say that Philip Hobbs had a poor 2017-18 jumps season, so theoretically he 

should have some nicely handicapped horses coming out of his stable.  

 

Conversely, it could be that he just has plenty of poor horses and another poor season 

beckons for the Somerset based trainer. I am hoping it’s a case of the former rather than 

the latter. 

 



I will begin by looking at the number of runs in the last 90-days. 

 

 
 

It looks like he has a set pattern when it comes to targeting races with his Saturday 

handicappers. With 46% of his winners having had just the one run in the previous 90-

days from 30% of the total runners. 

 

Now looking by race type: 

 

 
 

There’s no real difference between his handicap chasers or hurdlers. 

 

I am grateful to Josh Wright from www.racingtoprofit.co.uk for the next filter.  

 

On his informative blog, Josh had previously mentioned the importance of jockey 

Richard Johnson to the trainers Saturday runners. 

 

 
 

The jockey has ridden 81% of the Philip Hobbs Saturday handicap winners from just 

54% of the total runners. 

 

System: Back Philip Hobbs Saturday handicap runners, between November & April, 

that had the following traits: 

 

Race Class: 1, 2 or 3 

Runs Last 90 Days: 1 

Jockey: Richard Johnson 

Venetia Williams 

I have to confess I was slightly surprised to see Venetia so high in the winners' table, 

ahead of the likes of Nicky Henderson and Nigel Twiston-Davies. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.magcastapp.com/www.racingtoprofit.co.uk


Starting with race type: 

 

 
 

As one might have expected it’s the trainer handicap chasers that look most worthy of 

further research. 

 

Now turning our attention to underfoot conditions: 

 

 
 

When the ‘mud is flying’ really is the time to catch her handicap chasers. The heavy 

ground has provided 50% of her winners from just 26% of her total runners. 

 

Breaking her heavy ground runners into race class produces the following results: 

 

 
 

You can’t rule out any of her heavy ground runners although her Class 2 & 3 runners do 

provide the best win-strike rates. 

 

So, you could back all her Saturday handicap chase runners blind on heavy ground but 

let’s dig a bit deeper and focus on runs in the last 90-days. 

 

 

 
 

As these results show a lack of a previous run is no bar to success. As her handicap 

chasers are fit enough to win on the heavy ground even without a recent outing. 

 



Being the type of person I am, I decided to look further into the stats at a class move 

from the previous race. 

 

 
 

I had been expecting that those dropping in class would be the most profitable angle for 

her heavy ground handicap chasers but that didn’t turn out to be the case. In fact, the 

best way in with her horses were those running in the same class as their previous race 

or stepping up in class. 

 

If you focus on her runners running in the same class or up one or two notches in class 

and combine it with those qualifiers that had 0 to 2 runs in the previous 90 days 

produced the following set of results: 

 

 
 

System: Back Venetia Williams Saturday handicap chasers, between November & 

April, with the following traits: 

 

Race Class: 1. 2 or 3 

Going: Heavy only 

Runs Last 90 Days: 0 to 2 

Class Move: Same or up 1 or 2 

Other Notable Trainers 

Finally, as a bit of a bonus, here are four trainers with good records on Saturday’s.  

 

All are in Class 1, 2 or 3 races and on all going types unless stated: 

 

Nick Alexander (Handicap chases only) – 9 winners from 23 runners 39% +26.83 

A/E 3.09 12 placed 52% 

 

Nicky Richards (Class 3 handicap hurdles only) – 9 winners from 23 runners 39% 

+32.75 A/E 2.08 14 placed 61% (each way +40.01) 

 

 



Kerry Lee (Heavy only) – 8 winners from 26 runners 31% +42.8 A/E 2.29 11 placed 

42% (each way +57.13) 

 

Robin Dickin (Handicap chases only) – 7 winners from 23 runners 30% +23.25 A/E 

2.5 11 placed 48% 

 

Like many of these methods. The above figures are based on historical data and whilst 

history has a good habit of repeating itself, it often doesn’t. 

 

 

Until next month. 
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Winning with Consistent Horses 
Over the years we punters have the habit of looking at historic systems or 

methodologies to see if there is any juice within them to help make our betting 

profitable. It might be trawling through the racing forums looking at the intricate 

workings of the like “Flying Dutchman” Van De Wheil or re-reading Peter Braddock’s 

“Braddock's Complete Guide to Horse Race Selection and Betting” or Nick Mordin’s 

“Betting For A Living” and “Winning Without Thinking”. 

 

Besides those mentioned above. It’s fair to say the seminal works on betting on horses 

come from across the Atlantic and the US. 

 

Here are just a few of my personal favourites. Some you will have heard of some will 

be new to you: 

1. George Elsworth Smith more popularly “Pittsburgh Phil” 

2. Ray Taulbot -- The Grandfather of pace handicapping 

3. Huey Mahl – The Godather of pace handicapping. He and Taulbot were major 

influencers on Howard Sartin. 

4. Howard Sartin – Handicappers in the US seem to either love or hate him. 

However, there is no doubt about his enduring influence on punters over the 

atlantic. 

5. Andy Beyer – The man who designed what become known as the Beyer Speed 

Figure. Probably many of you will know about Beyer. 



6. Steve Davidowitz’s book "Betting Thoroughbreds" which many American 

punters regard a close as there is to a Bible on horse racing, with his work in 

track biases, key races and the value of identifying trainer patterns. Davidowitz 

also influenced Beyer and remains one of the most knowledgeable guys in the 

business. 

7. Robert Saunders Dowst. 

 

This month’s article looks at the importance of a horse’s consistency when it comes to 

selecting winning bets. There are two sections. 

 

The first looks at the work of American handicapper Robert Saunders Dowst and test’s 

whether his theories are still profitable today. 

 

The second section looks at how I use consistency, and a horse’s proven ability under 

race conditions, in my selection process with two working examples. effective pace 

handicapping process 

 

Robert Saunders Dowst: Mr Consistency 

I first came across Dowst and his writings about 2 years ago. After reading them I was 

surprised how his theories on handicapping a race were similar to mine although I had 

not directly read of his work. 

Dowst first developed his theories in the 1930’s. Since then his works remain 

worldwide best-sellers. He’s not without his critic’s though. However, this isn’t the 

place to look in detail at those controversies. Safe to say his most vocal critics claim 

much of his work could be subject to back -fitting. 

How relevant are Dowst’s theories in the world of 21st century horse race betting? Now 

some of them can clearly be questioned as racing continues to evolve. However, there is 

little doubt in mind that some of his general principles are as sound today as they were 

in 1936. Indeed, his most famous work “Win, Place, and Show” remains one of the 

most comprehensive books on all aspects of racing and in my opinion the best when it 

comes to the psychology of handicapping and betting. 

What Was the Dowst Method? 

At its most simplistic was the contention that horses with consistent profiles win more 

races than those with poor profiles.  

 

Basically, it was all about how to separate the good horses from bad horses. 

 

 

 



Here are the two main principles of his methodology: 

 A horse must have won at least 33% of their career starts 

 A horse must have placed in at least 50% of its starts 

He also added in a number of other rules when it came to determining what defined a 

good horse from a bad one.  

 

Here are a few of them: 

 Don’t bet on slow or heavy tracks. 

 Don’t bet on two-year-olds. 

 No bets on horses aged six and over. 

 No bets on horses with a history of unsoundness. 

 No bet on a horse when it is definitely stepped up in class. 

All fairly sound principles although the training of horses in the modern era mean that 

older horse can remain competitive. 

 

Whilst the soundness of a horse would preclude Dowst backing horses returning from a 

long layoff. Well given modern training methods it’s the case that trainers can bring a 

horse back from an injury to win after a long absence from the racecourse. 

 

Now Dowst’s initial book came out in 1936 to much fanfare and James Quinn writing in 

his book “The Best of Thoroughbred Handicapping says, “it rang up big profits that 

year and in the following year”.  

 

However, as Quinn goes onto write, “the bottom fell out of the system when so many 

people bet the selections that the sheer weight of money took away the profitability”.  

 

So effectively Dowst’s consistent horses’ system became too popular and the betting 

public bet it out of existence! 

 

I wanted to test Dowst’s theories using www.horseracebase.com. 

 

Using all the above rules, except the subjective history of unsoundness, which is 

impossible to quantify and just looking at the 2018 flat season. 
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We get the following set of results: 

 

 
 

Taking a further look back to 2014 and things look even worse. 

 

 
 

There is no profit to be had adding those rules and on the face of it doesn’t look like you 

can build a successful system using his main exclusions. 

Dowst Returns Down Under 

Back in 2004 the Australian horse racing betting magazine “Practical Punting” looked 

at the Dowst method to see whether it still held any relevance by testing it on Australian 

Racing.  

 

 



The author Philip Roy used the following exclusions: 

 Do not bet on Maidens or 2yo races. 

 Only runners with a win strike rate of 33.3 per cent or more are to be considered 

(must have 10 runs or more in career). 

 A contender must have won or run second or third at its most recent start. 

 A contender must be a winner at the distance of the race. 

 No bet if a horse is carrying 58kg or more (take apprentice allowances into 

account). * 

*Source PPM (December 2014) 

 

Fourteen years on I find myself now testing some of their filters, and adapting it to 

British flat racing. Using the following filters: 

 

Race Type: Not maiden 

Ages: 3yo+ 

Last Time Out Placing: 1st, 2nd or 3rd 

Horse Career Win %: 33+ 

Horse Career Place %: 50%+ 

 

Since 2014 those filters provided the following set of results on horseracebase: 

 

 
 

An 18%-win strike rate, a loss of -17.47, and an A/E performing 13% below market 

expectations. All show it doesn’t work.  



The Chi score of 40 also suggests that the results are not random and indeed it won’t get 

any better. 

 

Now I left out one of Dowst’s key exclusions: Don’t bet the selections on slow or heavy 

tracks. So just looking at going good or quicker produced the following set of results: 

 

 
 

So even if you avoid the slower going it doesn’t improve the figures at all.  

 

Once again the Chi score is an indication that those results are unlikely to be improved 

upon. 

 

Now looking at the favourites using the filters: 

 

 



At last a positive stat. The win strike rate has increased to 34% and indeed 81% of all 

the winners were in the first three in the betting 

 

If you took out the age filter and last time out placing the favourites produced the 

following results: 

 

 
 

Taking out handicap races and just looking at non-handicaps produced the following: 

 

 
 

An improvement in performance clearly with a near 42%-win strike rate but you would 

still be losing money albeit at a more modest level. 

 

Now given we're in the business to win money this is no good for us! 



Updating the Dowst Method: The Three Steps Process 

So, you can’t really build a system around the Dowst method, but the basic principle of 

backing consistent horses or horses that win their share of races remains a sound 

principle.  

 

Without any regard to other factors.  

 

When you see two horses of a similar class which do you prefer, the horse with a 33%-

win strike rate or the one with a 9%-win strike rate? 

 

How can you utilise the basic simplicity behind Dowst’s thoughts? 

 

Here’s my three-step process: 

 

1. Look for the Right Races - I tend to concentrate on the better class of race.  

 

Using this methodology mostly on the Group races, with an occasional big handicap 

selection added into the mix. 

 

2. Look for Consistent Form - Adopting the Dowst Method. 

 

I am looking for horses who have a 25% win+ career strike rate & 40%+ place strike 

rate, the higher the better in both cases.  

 

I suppose, I just like the comfort blanket of knowing I have backed a consistent horse 

who wins races. 

 

3. Look for Proven Ability Under Race Conditions - I also want a selection that has 

proven their suitability under the conditions of the race under consideration, using the 

following five variables: Going, Class, Course, Distance and Field Size.  

 

At the same time, it also highlights those runners who are not likely to suited to the race 

conditions. 

Examples: 

The best way to show the process is by giving you a couple of working examples: 

 

Let’s look at the Group 2 Challenge Stakes over 7f run at Newmarket.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here is a screenshot of the Racing Post’s card for the race: 

 

 
 

Starting off I note the record of the clear favourite in the race and the last ten running’s 

of the race have produced: 

 

 
 

So, it’s a good race for the favourite. In the next step I will look at the career records of 

the top three in the forecast betting: 

 

Limato -10 wins from 20 runs 50% 15 placed 75%. 

 

D’bai - 5 wins from 23 runs 22% 13 placed 57% (includes runs at Meydan). 

 

Mankib – 5 wins from 10 runs 50% 6 placed 60% (includes runs when trained in 

France). 

 

So far so good. Now let’s see if Limato is suited to the conditions of the race: 



 
 

Going: Good to Firm – 4 wins from 10 runs 40% 7 places 70% 

 

Class: Group 2 - 2 wins from 4 runs 50% 3 places 75% 

 

Course: Newmarket Rowley 1 win from 1 run 100% - 3 wins from 5 runs 60% 4 places 

80% 

 

Distance: 7f – 2 wins from 3 runs 67% 

 

Field Size: 11 or less – 6 wins from 8 runs 75% 

 

Add in that he’s 2 wins from 2 runs in October and you have the makings of a solid 

backable favourite suited by the conditions of the race at a generous 2/1 on the Racing 

Post betting forecast for the race. 

 

He was actually available at 2/1 with a number of firms the evening before the race and 

was sent off realistic 7/4 at the off before winning by just over a length. 

 

Now it’s not often that a selection leaps off the page like Limato did but there is plenty 

of such fish to be caught. 

 

All going off at odds bigger than their chance suggests even at the front end of the 

betting. 

 

Now let’s look at another race from Newmarket’s Saturday Card, the Group 3 Darley 

Stakes over 1m 1f. 



 
 

Looking at the record of the clear favourite since 2008: 

 

Unlike the other example, this hasn’t been a great race for the favourite and they are 

performing below market expectations. 

 

Turning to step two. In this case, I will look at the consistency of the front four in the 

betting: 

 

Gabr – 2 wins from 9 runs 22% 4 places 44% 

 

Trais Fluors – 4 wins from 11 runs 36% 7 places 64% 

 

Beshaayir – 4 wins from 9 runs 44% 5 places 55% 

 

Awesometank – 4 wins from 10 runs 40% 7 places 70% 

 

Gabr and the French trained Trais Fluors are the Racing Post betting forecast’s joint 

favourites. Whilst Gabr dropped into Listed Class to win at Goodwood has scope for 

improvement being a 3-year-old.  

 

Trais Fluor has arguably the better form with the 4-year-old having finished third in a 

Group 1 back in May. 

 

William Haggas saddles Beshaayir and Awesometank.  

 



The trainer’s record in the race is 1 win from 4 runners 3 placed, winning the race in 

2016.  

 

So, both his runners have to be high on the contenders' list.  

 

Looking at the suitability of conditions for his pair of runners. 

 

Beshaayir 

 

Going: Good to Firm – 2 wins from 5 runs 40% 

 

Class: 1 - 1 win from 3 runs 33% 2 places 

 

Course: Newmarket Rowley: 1 win from 1 run 100% 

Distance: 1m 1f – Yet run at the distance (2 wins from 3 runs 67% over a mile) 

 

Field Size: 8 to 11 – 3 wins from 6 runs 50% 

 

Awesome Tank 

 

Class: 1 - 1 win from 3 runs 33% 2 places 67% 

 

Course: Newmarket Rowley: 1 win from 2 runs 50% 

 

Distance: 1m 1f – Yet run over the distance in the UK (3 wins from 5 runs 60% 4 

places 80% over a mile) but was runner-up at Longchamp over the trip on her last start. 

 

Field Size: 8 to 11 – 2 wins from 5 runs 40 3 places 60% 

 

Due to the quick ground, there were three non-runners, including Trais Fluors and 

Beshaayir. That changed the complexion of the race but I would still be happy to take 

on Gabr at the prices with remaining Haggas runner.  

 

Awesometank is a consistent filly, granted her last win came in Listed grade and she is 

stepping up in grade today but she’s in form and proven in the race conditions. 

 

I am writing this prior to the race and Awesometank at 11/4 would be my selection. 

(Awesometank was a loser) 

 

In summary, the importance that Dowst gave to consistency when it comes to finding 

winners, remains alive and well. Indeed, I think most punters don’t give it the 

importance it still merits. 

 

 



Hopefully, you will have found my selection process of interest. It shows you can find 

plenty of winners looking at a horse who win more than their share of races, are proven 

under the key race conditions and are at the front of the betting. 

 

If you would like to add my Consistent Horses selections to your portfolio you can try 

them for just £1 - Click Here    

 

Until next time. 

 

John Burke 
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The Latest On Course Profits Product 

Reviews 

 
Cost: £25.00 for the first month and then £40.00 per month thereafter. 

 

The Trial: This service has seen another profitable month making it three in a row. The 

latest 71 bets have included 5 at each way selections and 66 straight win bets which 

have produced 12 winners, (advised odds between 5/2 and 16/1). Of the 5 each way 

selections just one 33/1 shot landed a place. This gave us an overall profit of a shade 

over 27.50 points based on 1 point level stakes betting and allowing for Rule 4 

deductions. 

 

Conclusion: Appears to be a reliable service and is certainly worth adding to a 

portfolio. Find out more here. 

https://sportsworldpublishing.co.uk/products/phoenix-racing


 
Cost: £14.95 per month 

 

The Trial: We gave this service another month and with 25 selections we landed 7 

winners and 6 placers giving 6 points to the advised prices. 

 

Overall, after 4 months of the trial, we are showing an ROI of just less than 10% to the 

advised prices and 5.50% to obtained prices. 

 

Conclusion: This service is cheap compared to many and has been profitable, though 

not to the level claimed on the website. Find out more here. 

 

 

 

 
Cost: £29.00 + VAT 

 

The Trial: After our latest month where we had 21 lays of which 16 were successful we 

found ourselves £95.00 short of our £100.00 target.  

 

Following this, we received just 3 selections from the author, two of which won their 

races leaving us down by £35.50 on the day.  

 

Since then we have had no further communication from the author. 

 

Conclusion: Not sure whether this service will continue given the recent lack of 

communications but if you are interested the website is still up and you can find out 

more here. 
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Cost: £9.99 per month 

 

The Trial: Our latest month saw 72 each way selections which gave us 21 winners and 

26 placers which meant an almost 66% strike rate providing us with a return on our 

stakes. 

 

Chris reports his profits to the advised odds but in our experience BOG would have 

given a better return as a number of the selections drifted quite significantly before the 

race. 

 

With a longest losing run without some kind of return was just 3 (14 for a winner), this 

is one for those who are happy with steady gains. 

 

Conclusion: Worth an investment based on our current findings. You can find out more 

here. 

 

 
Cost: Currently closed to new members. 

 

The Trial: Sadly this service has continued to disappoint. Of the 46 advised bets, we 

have had 18 losers, with the 28 winning Double Chance selections showing a loss of 

£88.10 to £10 bets. The Draw No Bets had 19 winners and 9 no bets for the month with 

a loss of £30.70 to the same stakes. 

 

Conclusion: It is difficult to see how the results can be turned around, but we will wait 

and see. Read more about The Cash Builder Method here. 

https://www.horse4course-racetips.com/each-way-double.html
http://www.cashbuildermethod.com/


 
Cost: £57.00 for 28 days or £124.00 for 90 days. 

 

The Trial: This is one of the latest services from the Betfan stable and based on their 

proofing the suggestion is that this service may be one of their best to date. 

 

The service offers just 2 selections a day backed as singles and as a double and we have 

just started monitoring the selections and though early days this is good. 

 

Conclusion: Time will tell. In the meantime, you can find out more here. 

 

 

 
Cost: £14.99 monthly or £79.99 quarterly 

 

The Trial: We have just started a review of this service and will make our first report 

next month 

 

Conclusion: No opinion yet, you can find out more here 
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A Q and A with Nick of Cleeve Racing - 

Part I 
 

Hi Nick, and many thanks for joining us this month, first off would you start by 

telling our readers a little about yourself and your background? 

 

I have been a serial business owner (read: failed entrepreneur) virtually all my working 

life and Cleeve is my 5th company, I have very strong ideals on how things should be 

done and that if you do them right it is possible to create win-win situations where the 

customer and the company are both happy. This seems to pass a lot of companies by, 

especially most, if not all the large corporates who are only about protecting their 

bottom line… no matter what they say with their public voice. 

 

I was born in Sheffield but spent a good chunk of my childhood growing up in Africa. I 

was a bit of a tearaway and ended up getting kicked out of school with no qualifications, 

so was faced with the prospect of working in a factory which was not an option, so I 

shocked everyone by joining the army.  

 

The culture shock of basic training was fairly traumatic but it sorted me out good and 

proper and taught me a begrudging respect for discipline.  
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The two most important things I took away after my 6 years were 

1. It is a truism that you need to work hard because you only get back a multiple of 

what you put in, and,  

2. I can always go a fair way further than I think I can… which is very 

empowering. I recently completed a gruelling 4-day bike ride for charity where I 

gave most of my 14 colleagues at least 30 years. I was the slowest and at times 

wondered if I’d get there… but I kept putting one foot in front of the other and 

turning the pedals and got there. 

 

The Army also gave me some great mates plenty of whom I’m still in touch with (that’s 

you Fatty). In fact, I met Mark who is one of my co-Directors at Cleeve nearly 40 years 

ago when we were bright eyed 19-year-old lance corporals! 

 

Would you say that you have a “typical” working day, and how would you 

describe it? 

 

I am very, very lucky to be able to say that it’s not typical at all and vive la difference as 

I don’t cope well very with routine. Occasionally it can be 4 hours a day, but more often 

than not it’s 10. My working hours can be spent in a wide variety of ways… on the 

track, visiting a trainer, writing our Ten to Follow guide or trying to tweak the hideously 

complicated algorithm which we developed ourselves to produce race ratings, which is 

the vital first cog in our selection process. 
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Days, weekends and bank holidays all blur into one. I do a fair amount of travelling, but 

always have my laptop with me… consequently, I don’t really have holidays as such. 

I’ve only had 4 days ‘off’ this year, which was when I completed the charity bike ride 

from hell. Saying that I have lived in Valencia for 9 of the last 18 months, so it’s not all 

bad! 

 

The ever-changing narrative of racing keeps the whole thing fresh and I wouldn’t swap 

what I do. As I said I’m very lucky, I don’t really have a work life divide as I don’t 

class my work as ‘work’, my work is part of my life and vice versa. 

 

What do you think of the world of sports tipping in general and what do you think 

people are in search of when it comes to their hunt for a successful tipster? 

 

Tipping services still seem to be unable to shake off completely the image of being 

shady operations characterised by a nod and a wink, or someone who tips every runner 

in a race under different ‘brands’ so he can always trumpet the fact that he tipped the 

winner. 

 

Yes, there are still undoubtedly some questionable claims out there, however, I 

personally know at least a dozen services who are very professional and work really 

hard to make a profit for their members.  

 

Think about it, if I charged you £40 for a month’s membership and you were tipped 

loser after loser how long would you last? For us it’s all about building long-term 

relationships with our members and the only way that we can do that is if they 

understand and respect how we do things, and they trust us… and they have to make 

money of course! 

 

Do you regularly bet yourself? What style of approach do you take to your 

betting? What do you think of staking plans, loss retrieval systems etc.? 

 

I personally use a couple of services for my football betting. It’s a simple logic, I am a 

busy person and don’t have the time to put the analysis in required to become an 

‘expert’. So, in effect, I pay someone who really is an expert to be my personal advisor. 

I stake anywhere between £1,000 and £3,000 a month so a good service is actually very 

cheap to me in the grand scheme of things. 

 

I obviously bet on all the Cleeve selections, but nowadays tend to bet less and less on 

horses, in fact, I can now enjoy a day at the races without having a bet at all which 

would have been impossible in my younger days… in fact, I would have laughed at me 

for even suggesting it! 

 

I mainly bet on football, but this is down to my ‘personal betting profile’.  

https://www.cleeveracing.com/cleeve-ten-to-follow-jump-2018/?ap_id=dailypunt


I prefer to bet on a 90-minute match than a 90-second race, I believe that the longer the 

event is the more chance there is that class will come to the top… also, there are only 3 

possible outcomes. This does put me into a shorter odds and bigger stakes position, so 

you need to have to have the strength of will and confidence to put those larger stakes 

down. 

 

I tend to concentrate on returns if you win £500 by putting £20 on a 25/1 winner or I 

win £500 on an even money chance… it’s still £500 profit. Your downside is obviously 

much more limited on the 25/1 shot, but by the very nature of the odds so are my 

chances of winning. 

 

I now play the Scoop 6 every Saturday to give me a fun interest on the TV racing (be 

careful of fun bets, they quickly add up to a surprising amount), but as I don’t have the 

time to go through all the races or want to stake large perms, I join a syndicate run by 

Cleeve and a Scoop 6 specialist. 

 

What attracted you to the world of horse racing and what do you enjoy most about 

the sport? 

 

I first went racing around the age of 7 with my grandfather. About the fourth or fifth 

meeting I went to was at Pontefract where I had a shilling on a horse called ‘Pontam’ 

which I picked only because I remembered it had won when I was at Doncaster and my 

Grandad had backed it… of course, it won at 50/1 and I remember walking up to the 

bookies joint and my grandad handing me the first ‘paper money’ I had ever held! It 

was probably the most exciting day of my young life and obviously, I was hooked on 

the sport forever. 

 

I love being at the races, I am a jumps man by preference and being somewhere like 

Sandown on a crisp winters day with sunshine and blue skies is my idea of heaven. I 

like to get there early and soak up the tangible air of anticipation that is created by a 

racing crowd that is always made up of a ‘Heinz 57’ cast of characters. 

 

The horses themselves are always the stars of the show, I challenge anyone not be 

impressed by a gleaming thoroughbred with jockey up in colourful silks, jig-jogging 

around the parade ring with twin jets of steam pluming from its nostrils and ready to 

race! 

 

What led you into the world of racing tipsters and what do you feel you can offer 

racing enthusiasts and punters that other tipsters can’t? 

 

Well, that’s a very long story and it’s also pretty random so I’ll keep it short. In 2010 

my online travel business of 10 years suddenly went bust when we were dragged down 

by a supplier defaulting. It was quite traumatic and I ended up going to Buenos Aires 

for 6 months to lick my wounds and think about what the hell I was going to do next.  



I was on the wrong side of fifty with a patchy CV and knew I’d struggle to get a job at 

the level I wanted so would probably end up in one I hated. 

 

I decided I wouldn’t apply for any jobs and to strike out again on my own.  

 

I completely randomly came across Matt Bisogno’s ‘how to set up your own online 

racing brand’ course which complemented both my passion for racing and my business 

experience. I took the course and pretty soon after, was (again, randomly) introduced by 

a friend to Cleeve who were at that time operating as a private service. I offered to come 

in for a share of the business and steer the commercialisation of the business utilising an 

internet model and we subsequently launched in 2011… the rest is history! 

 

We take our responsibilities at Cleeve very seriously indeed. We are keenly aware that 

we are telling our members where to put the cash which most of them work hard for. 

We always intended the business to be as professional as anything out there and we 

know that a well thought out selection method, good customer service and transparency 

on results can be just as important as picking winners. 

 

To me, there is nothing worse than getting a text or an email telling you to back a horse 

with no reasoning as to why… If I understand the reasoning behind why a selection has 

been made and it loses, at least I can buy into it and that makes me feel involved. 

 

Read more about Nick in next month's issue where he talks about patience, discipline, 

consistency and race horse ownership. 
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Tipster Top Ten 
Our Tipster Top Ten results are based on Advised Stakes and use Best Odds Guaranteed 

for the last 90 days at the time of writing. 

 

There is a theme this month in the Tipster Top Ten, Each Way backing certainly seems 

to be to the way to go. 

 

1. Carl Nicholson's Racing Diary – SR 26% ROI 128% 

We know that ROI’s to this level long term are not maintainable but when you are in 

form, you are in form. The last three months’ worth of results read +60.50points, +45.50 

points, and +51.65 points to the advised stakes. Long may the form continue! 

 

There is a special discount offer on Carl Nicholson's Racing Diary for On Course 

Profits readers - Click Here for that 

 

2. Loves Racing – SR 27% ROI 114% 

This service certainly seems to be going from strength to strength. The latest month 

closed 60 points up thanks to winners such as Redgrave 7/1, Jazeel 14/1and Ptarmigan 

Ridge 10/1 and the saying goes that success breed’s success. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

3. Daily Doubles – SR 16% ROI 68% 

Okay so who remembers Daily Doubles? We have seen these guys before and they 

return to the table again.  

https://www.valuebacking.com/cnrd-ocp-discount/
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocplr


As the name implies the service looks to land that nice priced double and lump in on the 

profits. Such a double was landed on 26th September with Enigmatic 9/2 (SP) and 

Chitra 5/1 (SP). Reported profits to advised prices were 75 points. Needless to say, the 

profits are there but it is a patient waiting game and the long losing runs may well put 

some people off. It remains to be seen whether the service can remain at the top of the 

charts. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

4. Unity Racing Investments – SR 29% ROI 63% 

Another returning service is Unity Racing Investments. The last 90 days have seen a 

staggering 130+ points profit and returned a profit for each of the 30 days in excess of 

30 points. There have been losing months but overall you would have seen a profit of 

about 140 points over the year. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

 

5. Each Way Value Tips – SR 42% ROI 57% 

There is a theme here; we are seeing some familiar face returning to the tipster table. 

The service has had a storming latest week with winners from Come On Charlie 7/1, 

Burford Brown 9/1, She Can Boogie 5/1, and Royal Ruby 4/1. 

NB This service is at the time of writing available on a £2.00 trial. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

6. Value Wins – SR 25% ROI 62% 

Still in the table Value Wins continues to maintain a steady stream of profits with 

winners ranging in price from 4/1 to 16/1. When the double figure prices land they are a 

very pleasant addition to the steady single figure priced winners. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

7. The Each Way Algorithm – SR 49% ROI 47% 

A new service to the table this service is designed specifically to use with retail 

bookmakers and NOT to be used with betting exchanges so if you struggle with bookies 

accounts being restricted this will not be for you, however the service is in a fine vein of 

form when it comes to winners currently with the last 7 selections producing 5 winners 

at prices ranging from 5/2 - 7/1. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

 

8. Each Way Hits – SR 45% ROI 45% 

For those that prefer a steady stream of profit rather than the ups and downs of large 

profits and long losing runs, this may be for you. It is another service which has found 

form again after a couple of light losing months. At the time of writing, we are midway 

through October and the service has landed in excess of 60 points profit. In fact, the last 

7 selections have all been winners which include Royal Ruby 5/1, Scottish Jig 8/1, 

Sergei Prokofiev 5/1, Invincibella 14/1, Rocco 25/1 (2nd) and Sparklealot 12/1. 

You can find out more about the service here. 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/379
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/310
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/ocp-eachway-value-tips
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/7/view/46
http://www.oncourseprofits.com/eachway-algorithm
http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/view/352


9. The Champagne Kid – SR 27% ROI 39% 

Readers of On Course Profits will have seen our Tipster Profile of The Champagne Kid, 

and he seems to be doing well with his new service with a 90 day profit of in excess of 

250 points, the bulk of those coming in September. The service may not be for everyone 

though as there are numerous selections on the day and you will need a healthy betting 

bank to place all of the bets, but if you are into turning over the bank regularly this 

could be for you. 

Find out more about the service here. 

 

10. Sean Haren Racing – SR 30% ROI 21% 

A new entrant to our table this month is Sean Haren Racing. The service may not shout 

the mega high ROI’s but it is consistent having generated a profit for every month of the 

last six. That is no mean feat. Could this entry into the table be a sign of even better 

things to come? 

Find out more about the service here. 
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Tipster Profile - Speedster 
This month’s Tipster Profile is of the guy behind one of BetFan’s latest services, 

Speedster. 

 

The services author started betting over 30 years ago, having taken it seriously in the 

last 20 years, so he has two decades of betting experience under his belt. 

 

During that time he has learned everything there is to learn about form, statistical 

figures, going, etc., but the key ingredient to his success is his time commitment to his 

system. He works out, race by race the selections which will give him the very best 

chance of selecting a winner. 

 

The early days of the Speedsters betting were easy, he’d just make sure he picked a 

horse whose last form figure had a 1 by its name, a previous win. What he didn’t do was 

realise whether the horse was running in the same grade of race or if the horse was 

improving with each run, but he learned in time. 

 

There are no specific races which the Speedster concentrates on, he views each race the 

same, and his selections are based on the same personally chosen selection criteria. It is 

his hard work and commitment and dedication which have led this success and doing 

his “homework” on the races he wants to put up as selections, spending between 3 and 4 

hours the evening before a race looking at the cards and the information he needs to 

make his selections. 

 

http://hop.betfanplus.com/10099/0/discount/1267/ynaje9es


On a daily basis he will have a number of selections which will meet his criteria, he will 

then work out which ones are best suited to the prevailing conditions, draw etc. and on 

average will offer his subscribers between 2 and 4 selections per day. 

 

The Speedster openly admits that he can and does regularly make money betting on his 

selections himself, but feels that he now would like to offer up the tips to others and 

help them to beat the bookie too. 

 

The reward the Speedster gets from offering his selections to subscribers is that he is 

running his own service and making a profit which can be enjoyed by others too, he 

even enjoys having a friendly competition with his friends from time to time. Of course, 

the real competition comes around Cheltenham time :) 

 

The Speedster will more often than not have a theory about a race, and one particular 

theory panned out when he felt that Coneygree would jump off from the front and 

gallop and jump around all 3 and ¼ miles. Coneygree won at 10/1! 

 

If you are looking for a service which offers dedication and a system that produces 

winners and profits on a regular basis you could do worse than to try Speedster. 

 

You can try out Speedster on a 14 day trial for just £1.00 by clicking here. 
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Get your 14 day trial of Speedster today 

for just £1.00! 
 

 

 
 

Offer valid until 7th November 2018 
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